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Abstra t
In this tutorial, I will deal with the issue of
models. There are two main kinds of
s ien e and full awareness.

ognitive idealizations

in mainstream doxasti

ognitive idealization in these models : logi al omni-

The rst part of the tutorial (Tutorial 1) is devoted to logi al

omnis ien e ; the se ond part (Tutorial 2), is devoted to full awareness. My broad aim is to
defend the so- alled impossible states (or impossible worlds) approa h pioneered by Hintikka
(1975) as a unifying way to weaken these
a sort of

plea

ognitive idealizations. I intend this Tutorial to be

for impossible states.

Keywords :

logi al omnis ien e, unawareness, epistemi logi , probabilisti

logi , bounded

rationality.

1 Tutorial 1 : Logi al Omnis ien e
1.1

Introdu tion

Let's imagine an agent that

ould solve any sto hasti

of periods, states and alternatives may be ; that

de ision pro ess, whatever the number

ould nd a Nash Equilibrium in any nite

game, whatever the number of players and strategies may be ; more generally, that would
have a perfe t mathemati al knowledge and, still more generally, whi h would all the logi al
onsequen es of his or her beliefs. By denition, this agent would be des ribed as

omnis ient.

For sure, logi al omnis ien e is an highly unrealisti
point of view.
models,

i.e.

Yet, this is the

logi ally

hypothesis from the psy hologi al

ognitive situation of agents in the main

urrent doxasti

models of beliefs. The issue has been raised a long time ago in epistemi

logi

(Hintikka (1975), see the re ent survey in Fagin, Halpern, Moses & Vardi (1995)), whi h is the
lassi al model of

full beliefs.

one of the most uneliminable
of the

In parti ular, it has been re ognized that logi al omnis ien e is
ognitive idealizations, be ause it is an immediate

onsequen e

ore prin iple of the modelling : the representation of beliefs by a spa e of possible

states.
My ultimate motivation for studying
What is the relevan e for rational

ognitive idealization lies in rational

hoi e theory ?

hoi e theory.

A standard de ision model has three

fundamental building blo ks :
1. a model of beliefs, or doxasti

model ;

2. a model of desires, or axiologi al model, and
3. a
In

riterion of

hoi e, whi h, given beliefs and desires, sele ts the "appropriate" a tions

hoi e under un ertainty, the

lassi al model assumes that the doxasti

model is a

probability distribution on a state spa e, the axiologi al model a utility fun tion on a set
of

onsequen es and the

doxasti

riterion is the maximization of expe ted utility. In this

model is a model of

partial beliefs.

But there are

1

ase, the

hoi e models whi h are built on

a model of full beliefs: this is the
(1985),

ase of models like maximax or minimax (Lu e & Raia

hap.13) where one assumes that the agent takes into a

states that is

The point is that, in both

doxasti model.
doxasti

ases,

Consequently, the

the hoi e model inherits the ognitive idealizations of the
hoi e model is ognitively at least as unrealisti as the

model upon whi h it is based. Indeed, a

its doxasti

hoi e model is stri tly more unrealisti

than

model sin e it assumes furthermore the axiologi al model and the implementation

of the hoi e

riterion. Hen e, one of the main sour es of

is the logi al omnis ien e of their doxasti
a de ision-theoreti

i.e.

models,

ount the subset of possible

ompatible with his or her beliefs.

ognitive idealization in hoi e models

model ; the weakening of logi al omnis ien e in

ontext is therefore one of the main way to build more realisti

hoi e

to a hieve bounded rationality.

Surprisingly, whereas there has been extensive work on logi al omnis ien e in epistemi
logi , there has been very few attempts to investigate the extension of the putative solutions
to the probabilisti

probabilisti

representation of beliefs (

de ision-theoreti

making (

ase )1 .

ase )

and to models of de ision

The aim of Tutorial 1 is to make some progress in lling this gap.

Our method is the

following one: given that a huge number of (putative) solutions to logi al omnis ien e have
been proposed in epistemi
of the main

logi , we won't start from s rat h, but we will

urrent solutions.

"non-standard stru tures"

Our main

onsider extensions

laim is that the solution that we will

onstitute the best

all the

andidate to this extension.

The remainder of Tutorial 1 pro eeds as follows.

In se tion 1, the problem of logi al

omnis ien e and its most popular solutions are briey re alled.

Then, it shall be argued

that, among these solutions, non-standard stru tures are the best basis for an extension to
probabilisti

and de ision-theoreti

ases. Se tion 2 is devoted to the probabilisti

states our main result: an axiomatization for non-standard expli it probabilisti
In se tion 3, we dis uss the extension to the de ision-theoreti

1.2

ase and

stru tures.

ase.

Logi al omnis ien e in epistemi logi

1.2.1 Epistemi logi
Problems and propositions related to logi al omnis ien e are best expressed in a logi al framework, usually

alled "epistemi

logi " (see Fagin et al. (1995) for an extensive te hni al survey

and Stalnaker (1991), reprinted in Stalnaker (1998) for an illuminating philosophi al dis ussion), whi h is nothing but a parti ular interpretation of modal logi . Here is a brief review
of the

lassi al model: Kripke stru tures.

First, we have to dene the

language

with the language of propositional logi
:

Bφ

of propositional epistemi
is that this language

is intended to mean "the agent believes that

Denition 1
The set of formulas

of an epistemi

propositional variables

φ

operator

B

At

of

".

propositional language

F orm(LB(At)),

logi . The only dieren e

ontains a doxasti

LB(At)

based on a set

is dened by

φ ::= p|¬φ|φ ∨ ψ|Bφ2
The interpretation of the formulas is given by the famous Kripke stru tures :

Denition 2

LB(At) an epistemi
M = (S, π, R) where

Let

(i)

S

(ii)
(iii)

propositional language ; a

is a state spa e,

π : At × S → {0, 1}
R⊆S×S

is an a

is a valuation
essibility relation

2

Kripke stru ture for LB(At) is a 3-tuple

p, q

p

s1

s2

s3

s4

q

Figure 1: Kripke stru tures
Intuitively, the a

essibility relation asso iates to every state the states that the agent

onsiders possible given his or her beliefs.
state, a truth value ; it is extended in a

π

asso iates to every atomi

formula, in every

anoni al way to every formula by the satisfa tion

relation.

Denition 3
The satisfa tion relation, labelled , extends π to every formula of the language a
to the following
(i)

M, s  p

(ii)

i

π(p, s) = 1

M, s  φ ∧ ψ

M, s  φ

i

(iii)

M, s  φ ∨ ψ

i

(iv)

M, s  ¬φ

i

M, s 2 φ

(v)

M, s  Bφ

i

∀s′

The spe i

of belief.
or her)

be false.

doxasti

and

M, s  φ

s.t.

or

M, s  ψ

M, s  ψ

sRs′ , M, s′  φ

ondition

ontains what might be alled the

It means that an agent believes that

ould be the a tual state,

φ

is true :

φ

is false :

φ

possible-state analysis

if, in all the states that (a

ording to him

to believe something is to ex lude that it ould

Conversely, an agent doesn't believe

a tual state,

ording

onditions :

φ

if, in some of the states that

not to believe is to onsider that it ould be false.

ould be the

This prin iple will

be signi ant in the dis ussions below.

Example 1

S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 } ; p
s1 is the
but does not know if q
Suppose that

("it's sunny") is true in

s1

and

s2 , q

("it's windy") in

s1 and s4 .
p is true

a tual state and that in this state the agent believes that
is true. Figure 1 represents this situation, omitting the a

essibility

relation in the non-a tual states.

Denition 4
Let

M

M, the set of states where φ is true, or the proposition
informational ontent of φ, is noted [[ϕ]]M = {s : M, s  ϕ}.

be a Kripke stru ture ; in

expressed by

φ,

or the

To formulate logi al omnis ien e, we need lastly to dene the following semanti al relations
between formulas.

3

Denition 5
φ M-implies ψ if [[φ]]M ⊆ [[ψ]]M .

φ

and

ψ

are

M-equivalent

if

[[φ]]M = [[ψ]]M

There are several forms of logi al omnis ien e (see Fagin et al. (1995)) ; the next proposition shows that two of them, dedu tive monotony and intensionality, hold in Kripke stru tures
:

Proposition 1
M

Let

(i)

(ii)

be a Kripke stru ture and

Dedu tive monotony :
Intensionality :

if

φ

and

if

ψ

φ, ψ ∈ LB(At)

;

φ M-implies ψ ,
are

then

M-equivalent,

Bφ M-implies Bψ

then

Bφ

Both properties are obvious theorems in the axiom system

and

Bψ

K , whi

are

M-equivalent

h is sound and

omplete

for Kripke stru tures :

System K
(PROP) Instan es of propositional tautologies

φ

(MP) From
(K)

and

φ→ψ

infer

ψ

Bφ ∧ B(φ → ψ) → Bψ

(RN) From

φ,

infer

Bφ

1.2.2 Three solutions to logi al omnis ien e
A huge number of solutions have been proposed to weaken logi al omnis ien e, and arguably

3

no

onsensus has been rea hed (see Fagin et al. (1995)) . We identify three main solutions

to logi al omnis ien e, whi h are our three
de ision-theoreti

andidates to an extension to the probabilisti

or

ase. There is probably some arbitrariness in this sele tion, but they are

among the most used, natural and powerful existing solutions.

1.2.3 Neighborhood stru tures
The "neighborhood stru tures", sometimes
andidate. The basi

alled "Montague-S ott stru tures" are our rst

idea is to make expli it the

propositions

that the agent believes ; the

neighborhood system of an agent at a given state is pre isely the set of propositions that the
agent believes.

Denition 6
A neighborhood stru ture is a 3-tuple M = (S, π, V ) where
(i)

S

(ii)
(iii)

is a state spa e,

π : At × S → {0, 1}
V : S → ℘(℘(S)),

is a valuation,

neighborhood system,

alled the agent's

asso iates to every

state a set of propositions.
The

onditions on the satisfa tion relation are the same, ex ept for the doxasti

M, s  Bφ
It's easy to

i

operator :

[[φ]]M ∈ V (s)

he k that dedu tive monotony is invalidated by neighborhood stru tures, as

shown by the following example.

4

p, q

p

s1

s2

s3

s4

V(s1)
=
{{s1 , s2 }}

q

Figure 2: Neighborhood stru tures
.
Example 2
Let's
;

onsider the rst example and repla e the a

V (s1 )

{s1 , s2 }

ontains

but not

4

{s1 , s2 , s3 }.

essibility relation by a neighborhood system

Then, in

s1 , Bp

is true but not

B(p ∨ q).

This

is represented in Figure 2 .
As expe ted, one

an regain dedu tive monotony by

losing the neighborhood systems

under supersets. Nonetheless, the axiomatization presented below makes
of neighborhood system is limited: intensionality

lear that the power

annot be weakened.

System E (Chellas, 1980)
(PROP) Instan es of propositional tautologies
(MP) From

φ

(RE) From

φ↔ψ

and

φ→ψ
infer

1.2.4 Awareness

infer

ψ

Bφ ↔ Bψ

stru tures
5

The se ond solution, due to J. Halpern and R. Fagin (Fagin & Halpern (1988) ) , are the
awareness

stru tures". The basi

idea is to put a

The term awareness" suggests that this

state (see Tutorial 2), but other interpretations are

Denition 7
An awareness
(i)

S

(ii)

synta ti al lter

on the agent's beliefs.

an be interpreted as ree ting the agent's awareness
on eivable as well.

stru ture is a 4-tuple (S, π, R, A) where

is a state spa e,

π : At × S → {0, 1}

is a valuation,

(iii)

R⊆S×S

(iv)

A : S → F orm(LB(At))

(awareness

The new

is an a

essibility relation,
is a fun tion whi h maps every state in a set of formulas

set").

ondition on the satisfa tion relation is the following:

M, s  Bφ

i

∀s′

s.t.

sRs′ , s′ ∈ [[φ]]M

and

5

φ ∈ A(s)

p, q

p

s1

s2

s3

s4

A(s1) = {p}

q

Figure 3: Awareness stru tures
This new doxasti

ondition permits to weaken

any form

of logi al omnis ien e ; in par-

ti ular, our example shows how to model an agent who violates dedu tive monotony.

Example 3
Let's

onsider our example and stipulate that

is true in

s1 ,

but not

B(p ∨ q).

If one keeps the basi
logi

A(s1 ) = {p}.

Then it is still the

ase that

Bp

This is represented in Figure 3.

language

LB(At),

one obtains as axiom system a minimal epistemi

whi h eliminates any form of logi al omnis ien e:

Minimal Epistemi Logi (FHMV 1995)
(PROP) Instan es of propositional tautologies
(MP) From

φ

and

φ→ψ

infer

ψ

1.2.5 Non-standard stru tures
We now swit h to our last solution : the non-standard stru tures, whi h are sometimes

alled

"Kripke stru tures with impossible states". Contrary to the two pre eding solutions, neither
the a

essibility relation nor the doxasti

ondition are modied.

What is revised is the

underlying state spa e or, more pre isely, the nature of the satisfa tion relation in

ertain

states of the state spa e.

Denition 8
′
A non-standard stru ture is a 5-tuple M = (S, S , π, R, ) where
(i)

S

(ii)

is a spa e of standard states,

S′

is a spa e of non-standard states,

(iii)

R ⊆ S ∪ S′ × S ∪ S′

(iv)

π : F orm(LB(At)) × S → {0, 1}

(v)



is an a

essibility relation,
is a valuation on

is a satisfa tion relation whi h is standard on
′

arbitrary on

S

S
(re ursively dened as usual) but

S

In non-standard stru tures, there are no
in non-standard states.

a priori

onstraints on the satisfa tion relation
s′ , both φ and ¬φ an be

For instan e, in a non-standard state

6

p, q

p

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

q

Figure 4: Non-standard stru tures
φ, one might therefore distinguish its obje tive informational ontent
[[φ]]M = {s ∈ S : M, s  φ} from its subje tive informational ontent [[φ]]∗M = {s ∈ S ∗ =
S ∪S ′ : M, s  φ}. In spite of appearan es, this generalization of Kripke stru tures is arguably
false. For every formula

natural as soon as one a

epts the possible-state analysis of beliefs. Re all that, a

ording to

this analysis,

In

•

to believe that

•

not to believe that

onsequen e, a

one of its logi al

ψ

φ

is to ex lude that

ψ

φ

ould be false, and

is not to ex lude that

ψ

ould be false.

ording to the possible-state analysis, to believe that

onsequen es

ψ

is to

φ

but not to believe

onsider as possible at least one state where

φ is true but

false. By denition, a state of this kind is logi ally non-standard. Non-standard stru tures

6

is the most straightforward way to keep the possible-state analysis of beliefs .

Example 4
Let's

S ′ = s5 ; we stipulate that M, s5 p,
not B(p ∨ q). This is represented in

onsider our example but add a non-stantard state in

M, s5 2 (p ∨ q).

but that

Then in

s1 , Bp

is true but

Figure 4.

1.3

The probabilisti

ase

Mainstream de ision theory is based on doxati

models of

partial beliefs,

Hen e weakenings of logi al omnis ien e in the framework of epistemi

not of full beliefs.

logi

does not give

dire tly a way to weaken logi al omnis ien e that is appropriate for de ision theorists. The
aim of this se tion is to study the probabilisti

extension of doxasti

models without logi al

omnis ien e.

1.3.1 Probabilisti

ounterpart of logi al omnis ien e

First, we have to dene the probabilisti
(non-logi al) framework, if
are the

P

ounterparts of logi al omnis ien e.

is a probability distribution on

S7,

In the usual

then the following properties

ounterparts of logi al omnis ien e :

- if

E ⊆ E′,

then

P (E) ≤ P (E ′ ),

- if

E = E′,

then

P (E) = P (E ′ ).

But to be

8

loser to the pre eding se tion, it is better to work with an elementary

version of the usual probabilisti

model :

7

logi al

Denition 9

L(At) a propositional
M = (S, π, P ) where
Let

(i)

S

probabilisti stru ture9

language ; a

for

L(At)

is a 3-tuple

is a state spa e,

(iii)

π

is a valuation,

(iv)

P

is a probability distribution on

S.
r

We will say that an agent believes to degree

CP (φ) = r ,

if

P ([[φ]]M ) = r 10 .

We

a formula

φ ∈ F orm(L(At)),

an state the pre ise probabilisti

symbolized by

ounterparts of logi al

omnis ien e:

Proposition 2
The following holds in probabilisti

φ M-implies ψ ,

(i) dedu tive monotony : if

(ii) intensionality : if
One

an

the limit
if

φ

stru tures :

ψ

and

are

M-equivalent,

ertainty, i.e.

φ M-implies ψ ,

then an agent is

CP (φ) = CP (ψ).

then

of logi al omnis ien e by looking at

of maximal degree of belief : (i) if an agent is

then the agent is
ertain that

CP (φ) ≤ CP (ψ).

ounterparts

he k that these are indeed the

ase of

then

φ

ertain that

i he or she is

Whi h of the three solutions to

ψ

as well ; (ii) if

ertain that

φ

and

ψ

φ and
M-equivalent,

ertain that
are

ψ.

hoose for this extension ?

(a) First, we should eliminate neighbordhood stru tures be ause their power is limited:
intensionality is a too strong idealization. This is espe ially sensitive in a de ision

ontext,

where, under the label of "framing ee ts", it is has been re ognized for a long time that
logi ally equivalent formulations of a de ision problem
(b) Se ond, the extension of awareness
an agent believes

φ

to degree

rφ

and

ψ

ould lead to dierent behaviors.

stru tures seems intrisi ally tri ky. Suppose that
to degree

rψ

with

φ M-implying ψ

and

rφ > rψ .

This is a failure of dedu tive monotony. Now, in an analogous situation, the way awareness
stru tures pro eed in epistemi
to the probabilisti

r and

φ.

he or she is aware of

either the agent is aware of

rψ ≥ rφ ; or he
toward ψ . This
awareness

logi

is by "dropping" the formula

ase: we would say that an agent believes that

ψ

But no one

and in this

or she is not aware of

ψ . Let's apply this method
φ to degree r if P ([[φ]]M ) =

ould model a situation like the pre eding one:

ase ne essarily he or she believes that

ψ,

and it this

ψ

to a degree

ase he or she has no degree of belief

is not a kno k-down argument, but it implies that if one wants to extend

stru tures, one has to sophisti ate it substantially.

( ) Lastly, the extension of awareness
perspe tive of de ision-theoreti

stru ture is problemati

riterion

like expe ted utility might be seen as a fun tion whose rst argument is a doxasti
and se ond argument an axiologi al model. If we would extend the awareness
the rst value of an expe ted utility
distribution. Consequently,

i.e.

in our perspe tive,

appli ation. To see why, let's noti e that a

a

hoi e
model

stru tures,

riterion would not be any more a simple probability

we should have to revise our hoi e riterion.

For sure, nothing

pre ludes su h a move, but simpli ity re ommends another ta ti .
We are therefore left with non-standard stru tures. Non-standard stru tures do not suer
from the above mentioned troubles : they are as powerful as one
intrisi ally simple and they should permit to keep usual

hoi e

an wish, the extension is

riterion when embedded in a

11

hoi e model. This is our motivation, but now we have to turn to positive arguments

.

1.3.2 Non-standard impli it probabilisti stru tures
To give the basi

insights and show the fruitfulness of the proposition, we will

ontinue to work in the elementary setting where no doxasti
language.

8

ontinue to

operators are in the obje t-

p, q
1/8
π(p ∨ q, s5) = 0

p
1/8

s1

s2

s3

s4

q
1/8

1/8

1/2
s5

Figure 5: Probabilisti non-standard stru tures
Denition 10
Let
for

L(At) a propositional language ; an non-standard
L(At) is a 5-tuple M = (S, S ′ , π, , P ) where

(i)

S

(ii)

is a standard state spa e,

S′

is a non-standard spa e,

(iii)

π : F orm(L(At)) × S → {0, 1}

(iv)



(v)

P

is a valuation on

is a satisfa tion relation whi h is standard on
is a probability distribution on

As in the set-theoreti
formula,

impli it probabilisti stru ture

ie

ase, one

S,
S

but arbitrary on

S′

S∗ = S ∪ S′.

an distinguish the obje tive informational

ontent of a

the standard states where this formula is true, and the subje tive informational

ontent of a formula,

ie

the states where this formula is true.

To obtain the expe ted benet, the non-standard probabilisti
terize the agent's doxasti
believes a formula

φ

state on the basis of

to degree

ase, logi al omnis ien e

r , CP (φ) = r ,

an be utterly

subje tive

P ([[φ]]∗M ) = r .

if

stru tures should

informational
It is easy to

hara -

ontent : an agent
he k that, in this

ontrolled.

Example 5
Let's take the same spa e state as in the pre eding examples. Suppose that the agent has
the following partial beliefs : CP (p) > CP (p ∨ q). This an be modelled in the following
S ′ = {s5 }, s5 ∈ [[p]]∗M but s5 ∈
/ [[p ∨ q]]∗M , P (s1 ) = P (s2 ) = P (s3 ) = P (s4 )1/8 and
P (s5 ) = 1/2. This is represented in Figure 5.

way :

1.3.3 Spe ial topi s : dedu tive information and additivity
This extension of non-standard stru tures is admittedly straightforward and simple. It gives
immediately the means to weaken logi al idealizations.
spe i

to the probabilisti

Furthermore, it opens perspe tives

ase; two of them will be briey mentioned.

Dedu tive information and learning

First, one

an model the fa t that an agent

dedu tive information ; in non-standard stru
that the agent eliminates non-standard states.

a quire not only empiri al information but
this

orresponds to the fa t

Let's

ome ba k to our generi

situation. Suppose that our agent learns that

This means that he or she learns that the states where
This is equivalent to say that he or she learns the event

9

φ

is true but

ψ

φ

tures,

implies

ψ.

false are impossible.

I = S ∗ − ([[φ]]∗M − [[ψ]]∗M )
To be satisfying, su h a notion of dedu tive information must respe t a requirement of
ompatibility between revising and logi al monotony: if the agent learns that

φ implies ψ

revise his or her beliefs upon this fa t, his or her new probability distribution should
to logi al monotony with respe t to
revising rule,

i.e.

φ

ψ.

and

One

an

he k that it is the

and

onform

ase with the main

onditionalization.

Proposition 3
I is learned following
CPI (φ) ≤ CPI (ψ).

If

the

onditionalization, then dedu tive monotony is regained, ie

Example 6
This

I = S = {s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 }.

an be he ked in the pre eding example :

CPI (p) = 1/2

whereas

Additivity

By

onditionalization,

CPI (p ∨ q) = 3/4.

A se ond topi

is additivity.

From a logi al point of view, one

an dene

additivity as follows :

Denition 11

M is (logi ally)
CP (φ ∨ ψ).

additive

Additivity is of

if, when

ourse the

φ

and

ψ

CP (φ) + CP (ψ) =

are logi ally in ompatible,

ore of the probabilisti

representation of beliefs, and alternative

representations of beliefs depart often from probability on this point.

For example, in the

Dempster-Shafer theory (Shafer (1976)), the so- alled belief fun tion is superadditive (in
our notation,

CP (φ ∨ ψ) ≥ CP (φ) + CP (ψ))
∨ ψ) ≤ CP (φ) + CP (ψ)).

whereas its dual, the plausibility fun tion, is

subadditive (CP (φ

A noteworthy aspe t of probabilisti

non-standard stru tures is that the freedom of the

onne tives' behavior in non-standard states permits us to have a very exible framework
with respe t to additivity : simple

onditions on the

onne tives imply general properties

on erning additivity.

Denition 12

M = (S, S ′ , π, , P ) a non-standard probabilisti
∗
∗
∗
every formulas φ, ψ , [[φ ∨ ψ]]M = [[φ]]M ∪ [[ψ]]M .
Let

stru ture ;

M

is

∨-standard

if for

This means that the disjon tion behaves in the usual way in non-standard states ; a trivial
onsequen e of this is that the stru ture

M

is (logi ally) subadditive.

Proposition 4
If

M

is

∨-standard,

then it is (logi ally) subaddditive.

To be a little bit more general, one

an

onsider the (logi al) in lusion-ex lusion rule :

CP (φ ∨ ψ) = CP (φ) + CP (ψ) − CP (φ ∧ ψ)
One

an dene (logi al)

submodularity

ψ) ≤ CP (φ) + CP (ψ) − CP (φ ∧ ψ)
It's

lear that to

(resp.

onvexity) as : CP (φ ∨
CP (φ ∨ ψ) ≥ CP (φ) + CP (ψ) − CP (φ ∧ ψ)).

(resp. supermodularity or

ontrol submodularity, we have to

ontrol the

onjun tion's behavior.

Denition 13
Let

M = (S, S ′ , π, , P )

(i)

M

is

then
(ii)

M

is

then

a probabilisti

negatively ∧-standard
M, s 2 φ ∧ ψ .
positively ∧-standard
M, s  φ ∧ ψ .

non-standard stru ture ;

if for every formulas

if for every formulas
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φ, ψ ,

φ, ψ ,

when

when

M, s 2 φ

M, s  φ

or

M, s 2 ψ ,

and

M, s  ψ ,

Proposition 5

∨-standard ;
∧-standard, then submodularity holds.
positively ∧-standard, then supermodularity holds.

Suppose that
- if
- if

M
M

Proof

M

is

is negatively
is

: see the Appendix.

1.3.4 Non-standard expli it probabilisti stru tures
Impli it probabilisti

stru tures are not very expressive ; to have a true analogon of epistemi

logi , we have to start from an obje t-language that

ontains (partial) doxasti

operator.

Following R. Aumann (Aumann (1999)) and A. Heifetz and Ph. Mongin (Heifetz & Mongin
(2001)), we

La 1213 .

onsider the operator

at least to degree

a

that

φ.

re ognizes as ne essarily true and

⊥

is what he or she re ognizes as ne essarily false.

Denition 14
The set of formulas of an expli it probabilisti
sitional variables,

F orm(LL(At))

La φ is: the agent believes
⊤, ⊥: ⊤ is what the agent

The intuitive meaning of

Note that we add the usual symbols

language

LL(At)

based on a set

At

of propo-

is dened by :

φ ::= p|⊥|⊤|¬φ|φ ∨ ψ|La φ
where
The

p ∈ At

and

a ∈ [0, 1] ⊆ Q.

orresponding stru tures are an obvious extension of impli it non-standard stru tures:

Denition 15
′
A non-standard expli it probabilisti stru ture for LLa (At) is a 5-tuple M = (S, S π, 
,P)
(i)

where



is a satisfa tion relation s.t.

(a)
(b)
( )
(ii)

 is standard on S for all propositional
∀s ∈ S , M, s  La φ i P (s)([[φ]]∗M ) ≥ a
∀s ∈ S ∪ S ′ , M, s  ⊤ and M, s 2 ⊥

P : S ∗ → ∆(S ∗ )

onne tives

assigns to every state a probability distribution on the state spa e.

In Aumann (1999), R. Aumann has failed to axiomatize (standard) expli it probabilisti

stru tures, but Heifetz & Mongin (2001) have re ently devised an axiom system that is

(weakly)

omplete for these stru tures. In

omparison with epistemi

lems is that the adaptation of the usual proof method,
not trivial. More pre isely, in the epistemi
sibility relation on the

logi 's

i.e.

logi , one of the prob-

the method of

anoni al models, is

ase, it is easy to dene a

anoni al state spa e. This is not

anoni al a

ase in the probabilisti

es-

framework,

where strong axioms are needed to guarantee that. Fortunately, the non-standard stru tures
permit huge simpli ations, and one
Minimal Epistemi

Logi

an devise an axiom system that essentially mimi s the

above des ribed.

Minimal Probabilisti Logi
(PROP) Instan es of propositional tautologies
(MP) From

φ

and

φ→ψ

infer

ψ

L0 φ
La ⊤
(A2+) ¬La ⊥ (a > 0)
(A7) La φ → Lb φ (b < a)
(A1)
(A2)

The axiom's notation follows Heifetz & Mongin (2001) to fa ilitate
(A2) and (A2+) ree t our semanti
he or she

for

⊤ and ⊥:

omparison. Axioms

the agent believes to maximal degree what

onsiders as ne essarily true and does not believe to any degree what he or she

onsiders as ne essarily false.

(A1) and (A7) ree t prin iples spe i

ase. Note that both bear on a single embedded formula

φ:

a logi al relation. They express something like a minimal metri

11

to the probabilisti

there is no doxasti

ree tion of

of partial beliefs.

NSEP S φ means that φ is true in every non-standard expli it probabilisti stru ture
⊢M P L φ that φ is provable in the Minimal Probabilisti Logi , then we are ready to state

If
and

our main result:

Theorem 1 (Completeness of MPL)
|=NSEP S φ

Proof

1.4

i

⊢M P L φ

: see the Appendix.

Insights into the de ision-theoreti

ase

We would like to end this paper by showing how to build
omnis ien e, and whi h are the

hoi e models without logi al

hallenges raised by su h a proje t.

1.4.1 Choi e models without logi al omnis ien e
The basi

method to build a

hoi e model without logi al omnis ien e is to

our non-standard stru tures to the original doxasti
will now show how this

To

a state spa e

•

a

•

a utility fun tion

•

a

one of

hoi e under un ertainty as based on

S

onsequen e fun tion

riterion of

omplete the

substitute

hoi e model. We

ould be done.

One might generi ally see models of

•

model in the target

C :S×A→C

where

C

is a set of

onsequen es

u:C →R

hoi e
hoi e model, one adds a distribution

probabilisti

un ertainty, and a set

set-theoreti

un ertainty.

K⊆S

of states

P

on

S

for models of

hoi e under

ompatible with the agent's beliefs under

To rigourously extend non-standard stru tures to

hoi e models, one should translate the

above des ribed notions in a logi al setting. But to give some insights, we will, on the
import non-standard stru tures in the syntax-free framework of

ontrary,

onventional de ision theory.

Let's have a look at the following, admittedly parti ular, target situation : an agent knows
abstra tly the

onsequen e fun tion

C,

or she is not able, at the moment of

but, be ause of limited

onsequen e of ea h a tion at ea h possible state. One
example of insuran e appli ation

14

omputational

hoi e, to perfe tly infer from the

. The

apa ities,he

hoi e fun tion the

an think about a

lassi

two-state

onsequen e fun tion is

C(s1 , x) = w − πx
C(s2 , x) = y + x,
where x, the hoi e variable, is the amount of money spent in insuran e, s1 the state without
disaster, w the wealth in s1 , s2 the state with a disaster and y the subsequent wealth, and π
the rate of ex hange. In this

ase, a non logi ally omnis ient with respe t to the

fun tion would be su h that he or she ignores the value of

C

onsequen e

for some arguments.

A simple way to model this target situation would be the following one. Let's

extended states w, whi

h are

Cw : A → C : w = (s, Cw ).

omposed of a (primitive) state

s and a lo

al

onsider

onsequen e fun tion

The set of extended states is intended to represent the beliefs of

the agent, in luding his or her logi ally imperfe t beliefs. An extended state is standard if its
lo al

onsequen e fun tion is

onform to the (true)

onsequen e fun tion:

Cw (a) = C(a, s)

;

if not, it is non-standard.
For instan e, a logi ally imperfe t agent

ould not know what is the

a in state s, thinking that it is possible that this
cj . This situation would be modeled by building
• wi = (s, Cwi )

where

Cwi (a) = ci ,

• wj = (s, Cwj )

where

Cwj (a) = cj

A perfe t logi ian wouldn't have
an build

onsequen e is

ci

onsequen e of a tion

(let's say, the true one) or

(at least) two extended states :

and

onsidered a possible state like

wj .

hoi e models without the assumption of logi al omnis ien e:
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On this basis, one

•

in the

ase of

hoi e under set-theoreti

for a belief set

K ⊆ W,

un ertainty, if one takes the maximin

riterion,

the solution is :

Sol(A, S, W, C, C, u, K) = arg maxa∈A minw∈K u(Cw (a))
•

in the

ase of

hoi e under probabilisti

expe ted utility

un ertainty, if one takes the maximization of

riterion, for a probability distribution

Sol(A, S, W, C, C, u, P ) = arg maxa∈A

P

P

W,

on

w∈W

the solution is :

P (w).u(Cw (a))

1.4.2 Perspe tives
From the de ision theorists point of view, the substitution we have just des ribed is only a
rst step. Two fundamental questions remains.
(a) First, there is the question of the axiomatization of the new
losely linked with the behavioral impli ations of

hoi e models, that is

hoi e models without logi al omnis ien e.

In a re ent paper, B. Lipman (Lipman (1999)) has remarkably ta kled this issue, advo ating
a very similar approa h. But the
utility), and one would like to

hoi e model he uses is quite spe i

ompare

( onditional expe ted

hoi e models based on non-standard stru tures with

the savagean ben hmark.
More pre isely, one would like to obtain a

representation theorem

(2) a probability distribution
relation

à la Savage:

 su h that there exists (1) a spa e of
P on W and (3) a utility fun tion u su h

onditions on a preferen e relation

dene

extended states

W,

that the preferen e

ould be rationalized by the expe ted utility dened over pre eding notions.

(b) Se ond, the non-standard
(underlying) doxasti
fun tion and the

hoi e models weakens only the

model. But there remains

hoi e

riterion.

hoi e

on erning the utility

In the approa h we just des ribed, we still assume that

the agent is able to assign a pre ise utility to ea h
solution to its

ognitive assumptions of the

ognitive assumptions
onsequen e

c∈C

and to

al ulate the

riterion. Therefore, from the point of view of the bounded rationality

programm, our proposition is strongly in omplete.

2 Tutorial 2 : Unawareness
2.1

Introdu tion

2.1.1 Intuitions and example
We studied in Tutorial 1 one the two main

ognitive idealizations of

Let's turn now to the se ond of these idealizations, namely

urrent doxasti

full awareness.

models.

In this intro-

du tory se tion, I would like to give some insights on the intuitive phenomena that are the
target of the literature on (un)awareness. Unawareness is not less easy to
la k of logi al omnis ien e. Let's have a look at the explanations that
leading

ontributions in the eld, Modi a & Rusti hini (1999). A

hara terize than

an be given in one of

ording to them, there is

unawareness exa tly when

•

there is ignoran e about the state spa e

•

some of the fa ts that determine whi h state of nature o

urs are not present in the

subje t's mind

•

the agent does not know, does not know that she does not know, does not know that
she does not know that she does not know, and so on...

An example will probably make these insights

learer. Suppose that, for the next holiday,

Pierre plans to rent a house. And let's assume that, from the modeler point of view, there
are three main fa tors that are relevant for his

hoi e:

• p:

the house is no more than 1 km far from the sea

• q:

the house is no more than 1 km far from a bar

• r:

the house is no more than 1 km far from an airport
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In this s enario, it seems that there is an intuitive distin tion between the two following
doxasti

r

situations. Situation (i): Pierre simply ignores

: he doesn't know whether there

is an airport no more than 1 km far from the house - there are both
whi h are epistemi ally a

r -states

and

¬r -states

essible from his point of view. Situation (ii): Pierre doesn't ask to

himself : `is there an airport no more than 1 km far from the house?
In the situation (i), Pierre

onsiders the possibility that

that it is true. In situation (ii), the possibility that
the state spa e as seen by the modeler

pqr
¬pqr

r

r but is not in a position to believe
15

is out of his mind.

16

In our example,

ould be this one:

p¬qr
¬p¬qr

pq¬r
¬pq¬r

p¬q¬r
¬p¬q¬r

On the other hand, our dis ussion suggests that the subje tive state spa e as seen by Pierre
ould be this one:

pq
¬pq

p¬q
¬p¬q

Note that Pierre's subje tive state spa e is obtained by fusion of some states in the modeler's state spa e: a fusion between states that dier only in the truth value they assign to
the formula the agent is unaware of - namely
spa e is a less ne-grained state spa e.

17

r.

To put it in other words, the subje tive state

2.1.2 Prin iples
Let's shift from examples to prin iples. What are the intuitive properties of (un)awareness
? Here are some intuitive properties that may be found in the literature (in what followsAφ
means the agent is aware that

Aφ ↔ A¬φ
A(φ ∧ ψ) ↔ Aφ ∧ Aψ
Aφ ↔ AAφ
Uφ → UUφ
U φ → ¬Bφ ∧ ¬B¬Bφ
U φ → (¬B)φn ∀n ∈ N
¬BU φ

φ

and

Uφ

the agent is unaware that

φ):

(Symmetry)
(Self-Ree tion)
(U-introspe tion)
(Plausibility)
(Strong Plausibility)
(BU-introspe tion)

Those properties are attra tive. Unfortunately, it has been re ognized sin e the end of the
nineties that, in a framework like epistemi

logi , it is not possible to devise a non-trivial

(un)awareness operator that satises most of these properties.

In parti ular, in a ground-

breaking paper, Dekel, Lipman & Rusti hini (1998) show that it is impossible to have
(i) a non-trivial awareness operator whi h satises Plausibility, U-introspe tion and BUintrospe tion
(ii) a belief operator whi h satises either Ne essitation or Monotoni ity

2.2

(Un)awareness in epistemi logi

How to

ir umvent the issue raised by the triviality results as the one mentioned above ? The

literature has investigated two main ways of
(i) endogenous
The basi

hara terization: in this

idea is that to be aware of

not believe that

φ

hara terizing the (un)awareness operator :

ase, (un)awareness is dened in terms of beliefs.

φ

is to believe that

φ

or to believe that one does

:

M, s  Aφ ⇔ M, s  Bφ ∨ B¬Bφ
This approa h is the one endorsed by Modi a & Rusti hini (1999) and Heifetz, Meier &
S hipper (2006).
(ii) exogenous

hara terization: in this

ase, (un)awareness is a primitive operator.

approa h is followed by Fagin and Halpern with their awareness
and Fagin & Halpern (1988), Fagin et al. (1995), Halpern (2001)):
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This

stru tures (see above

M, s  Aφ ⇔ φ ∈ A(s)
where

A : S → ℘(L(At))

The awareness

Fagin & Halpern (1988), Halpern (2001)

stru tures have been presented in Tutorial 1. I will fo us on the model

of Modi a & Rusti hini (1999), the GSM stru tures.

Denition 16
A GSM stru ture is a t-uple
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

S

M = (S, S ′ , π, R, ρ)

is a state spa e
′

S =

S

X⊆At

′
SX

π : At × S → {0, 1}
′

R : S → ℘(S )

′
SX

(where

are disjoint) is a (non-standard) state spa e

is a valuation for

is an a

essibility

S

orresponden e

′

′
ρ : S → S is a proje tion s.t. (1) if ρ(s) = ρ(t) ∈ SX
, then (a) for ea h atomi formula
′
′
p ∈ X , π(s, p) = π(t, p) and (b) R(s) = R(t) and (2) if ρ(s) ∈ SX
, then R(s) ⊆ SX

′
is asso iated to a subje tive state spa e SX .
∗
′
′
Furthermore, one an extend R and π to the whole state spa e with π : if s ∈ SX , then
π ∗ (s′ , p) = 1 i (a) p ∈ X and (b) for all s ∈ ρ−1 (s′ ), π(s, p) = 1.

Note that, in a GSM stru ture, ea h state

Denition 17
The satisfa tion relation for GSM-stru

s

s∗ ∈ S ∗ = S ∪S ′

tures is dened for ea h

(Halpern's

2001 version):
(i)
(ii)

M, s∗  p

i

π ∗ (s∗ , p) = 1

M, s∗  φ ∧ ψ
∗

(iii)

M, s  ¬φ

(iv)

∗

M, s  Bφ

i

i

M, s∗  φ
∗

M, s 2 φ

and

M, s∗  ψ

and either

∗

∗

s∗ ∈ S ,

∗

or

′
s ∗ ∈ SX

and

φ ∈ L(X)

∗

t ∈ R (s ), M, t  φ

i for ea h

From the point of view of the general aim of this Tutorial, there is one thing that is
ne essary to remark at this point:

standard stru tures

GSM-stru tures are nothing but a spe ial kind of non-

as dened in Tutorial 1. I will end the presentation of GSM stru tures

with an example to illustrate how works this model.

Example 7
Let's suppose that the (obje tive) state spa e is based on the nite language

At = {p, q, r}.

From the modeler point of view, the possible states are these one:

pqr

¬pqr
Let's

p¬qr
¬p¬qr

pq¬r
¬pq¬r

onsider a pointed GSM stru ture where the a tual state is the state

bold) and let's assume that Pierre believes that
of

r.

Pierre's non-standard state spa e

represented as follows (a

Sp,q

pq

This situation

p,

does not know whether

and a

essibility

q

s = pqr

(in

and is unaware

orresponden e in

s

may be

essible states in bold):

¬pq

p¬q
¬p¬q

an be expli itely arti ulated with the

pqr in proje ted
R(pqr) ⊆ Spq

- the state
-

p¬q¬r
¬p¬q¬r

in the state

on epts dening GSM-stru tures:

pq : ρ(pqr) = pq

The dening properties of the GSM-stru tures imply the following propositions : if

pq¬r are proje ted in pq , pqr
in pq , R(pqr) = R(pq¬r).

and

pq¬r

agree on
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p

and

q;

and if

pqr

and

pq¬r

pqr

and

are proje ted

2.3

Unawareness and partiality

One of the

ru ial features of the denition of satisfa tion for GSM stru tures is related to

partiality

the

ase of negation (iii) : the truth- onditions for negated formulas introdu es
. As
′
∗
∗
a matter of fa t, if p ∈
/ X and s∗ ∈ SX
then neither M, s  p nor M, s  ¬p. I will use
M, s∗ ⇑ φ to denote the fa t that the formula φ is undened at s∗ , and M, s∗ ⇓ φ to denote
the fa t that it is dened. One

an show that the following fa t is true :

M, s∗ ⇓ φ

for

′
s ∗ ∈ SX

i

φ ∈ L(X)

As I said before, in GSM stru tures, the (un)awareness operator is endogeneous : it is
dened in terms of beliefs. Heifetz et al. (2006) pro eeds in the same way in their multi-agent
framework. It is signi ant that both models are in general restri ted to the partitional
i.e. to the

ase where the a

ase,

essibility relations are partitional. A tually, their hara terization

of (un)awareness seems to me satisfa tory
words, when the relation of a

but only under this restri tion.

To put it in other

essibility is no longer assumed to be partitional, this endogenous

hara terization is no longer satisfa tory: it is not robust under

hange of the a

essibility

relation's properties.
More pre isely, in the general

ase, it seems to me that

φ, he doesn't believe that φ nor believe that
φ (U φ → (¬Bφ ∧ ¬B¬Bφ)); but
- it is not plausible that if Pierre doesn't believe that φ nor believe that he doesn't believe
that φ, he is ne essarily unaware of φ ((¬Bφ ∧ ¬B¬Bφ) → U φ)
- it is plausible that if Pierre is unaware of

he doesn't believe that

The following example will support my

laims.

Example 8
Suppose that

•

the a tual state

s

• R(s1 ) = {s2 , s3 }
• M, s2  ¬p,
• M, s3  p,

is proje ted in

(hen e

hen e

hen e

′
s1 ∈ S{p,q}

′
s2 , s3 ∈ S{p,q}

as well) ;

R(s2 ) = {s2 } ; R(s3 ) = {s3 }

M, s2  ¬Bp ∧ B¬p

M, s3  Bp

In this stru ture (whi h is not partitional), it is the

M, s  ¬Bp ∧ ¬B¬Bp

ase that

M, s  U p. But, for instan e, M, s  B(B¬p ∨ Bp). It is my
of M, s  U p and M, s  B(B¬p ∨ Bp) is highly implausible.

hen e

ontention that the joint truth

In rea tion to this issue, my proposal is the following one: to keep the underlying GSM
stru ture, but to

hange the denition of (un)awareness.

(un)awareness operator ?
tive and reliable guide.

It seems to me that the

If we

possible states that Pierre

on eives do not answer to the question Is is true that

words, the possible states that Pierre

P-GSM stru ture

all a

p?"

and Is it true that

on eives make true neither

hara terization of (un)awareness in termes of

M, s  Aφ
Let's

stressed above is an intuiti-

onsider the initial example the intuition would be that the

whereas they answer to the questions Is it true that
leads to a semanti

On whi h basis to dene the

partiality

i

r

nor

¬r .

partiality

q

r

?"

?". In other

This intuition

:

∃t ∈ R(s), M, t ⇓ φ

a GSM stru ture where the truth

onditions of the un-

awareness operator are given in terms of partiality. P-GSM stru tures are my proposal for
dealing with (un)awareness.
Halpern (2001) relates GSM stru tures and awareness
a still

loser

onne tion with P-GSM stru tures.

M = (S, R, A, π)
by some atomi

propositionally determined

is

formulas

X ⊆ At

i.e.

stru tures. A tually, one obtains

Let's say that an awareness

A(s) = L(X)

and (2) if

Proposition 6 (Halpern 2001 Thm 4.1)
1. For every pd awareness
same state spa e
possible state

M, s a

φ

S

stru ture

M

M′ based on the
φ ∈ L (At) and ea h

there exists a P-GSM stru ture

and the same valuation

s

i

stru ture

s, A(s) is generated
t ∈ R(s), then A(s) = A(t).

(pd) if (1) for ea h state

M′ , s P −GSM φ
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π

s.t. for all formulas

BA

2. For every P-GSM stru ture

One

same state spa e

S

possible state s
M, s P −GSM φ

i

M

there exists a awareness

and the same valuation

M′ , s  a

π

φ

orollary of this Proposition is that the axiom system

sound and

M′ based on the
φ ∈ LBA (At) and ea h

stru ture

s.t. for all formulas

KX

devised by Halpern (2001) is

omplete for P-GSM stru tures.

system KX

(Halpern 2001)

(PROP) Instan es of propositional tautologies

φ and φ → ψ infer ψ
Bφ ⇒ Aφ
(K) Bφ ∧ B(φ → ψ) → Bψ
(Gen) From φ infer Aφ → Bφ
(A1) Aφ ↔ A¬φ
(A2) A(φ ∧ ψ) ↔ (Aφ ∧ Aψ)
(A3) Aφ ↔ AAφ
(A4) ABφ ↔ Aφ
(A5) Aφ → BAφ
(Irr) If no atomi formulas in φ appear

(MP) From
(A0)

2.4

The probabilisti

in

ψ,

from

Uφ → ψ

infer

ψ

ase

In Tutorial 1 on logi al omnis ien e, we have seen that one the main advantages of the
impossible states approa h is that it

an be straightforwardly extended to the probabilisti

ase. In this se tion, we will investigate a similar extension for the modeling of (un)awareness.

2.4.1 Probabilisti (un)awareness, rst attempt
Let's begin with the most simple probabilisti

extension of P-GSM stru ture :

Denition 18
Denition : an P-GSM expli it probabilisti stru ture for LLA (At) is a t-tuple M =
(S, S ′ , π, P, ρ)
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

S

where

is a state spa e
′

S =

S

Φ⊆At

′
SΦ

(where

π : At × S → {0, 1}

′
SΦ

are disjoint) is a state spa e

is a valuation for

S

′

P : S → ∆(S )
′
ρ : S → S ′ is a proje tion s.t. (1) if ρ(s) = ρ(t) ∈ SΦ
, then (a) for ea h atomi formula
′
′
p ∈ Φ, π(s, p) = π(t, p) and (b) P (s) = P (t) and (2) if ρ(s) ∈ SΦ
, then Supp(P (s)) ⊆ SΦ

The satisfa tion

ondition for the probabilisti

operator

La φ

is the usual one :

M, s  La φ ⇔ P (s)([[φ]]) ≥ a
How does su h a probabilisti

system behave ?

Prima fa ie, its behavior is quite satisfa

-

tory sin e, for instan e, the following proposition may be established:

Proposition 7
For all P-GSM expli it probabilisti

stru ture

M

ludes positive probability:

M, s  U φ → ¬La φ

for

M, s  U φ → ¬La ¬φ
M, s  ¬La U φ

for

a>0

for

a>0

a>0
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and all standard state

s,

unawareness pre-

But some spe i ally probabilisti

features indu e highly

Proposition 8
For all P-GSM expli it probabilisti

stru ture

M

ounter-intuitive

and all standard state

onsequen es :

s,

the following

formulas are satised:

M, s  U φ → L0 φ
M, s  U φ → L0 ¬φ
M, s  U φ → L1 L0 φ

2.4.2 Probabilisti unawareness, se ond attempt
The last Proposition shows that our rst attempt to extend P-GSM stru tures to the probabilisti

ase is a failure: in this setting, if an agent is

φ.

to degree 1 that he believes at least to degree 0 that
intuition a

Hopefully, we

φ,

he believes

spa e.

an improve this rst attempt by modifying slightly not the denition of

P-GSM expli it probabilisti
This modi ation

φ,

of a formula

It seems that we have lost the basi

ording to whi h an agent is unaware of a formula if the possibility expressed by

this formula is out of" his or her epistemi

that

un aware

stru tures but the satisfa tion

ondition of the operator

La φ.

onsists in a requirement: for an agent to believe at least to some degree

it is ne essary that

φ is

dened in the possible states that are a

essible to him or her.

Formally:

and

M, s  La φ ⇔ P (s)([[φ]]) ≥ a
With this modi ation, the probabilisti
A tually, one

logi

M, ρ(s) ⇓ φ

delivers mu h more intuitive properties.

an show that all the properties that were intuitive in the epistemi

given a valid probabilisti

ase

an be

ounterpart:

Proposition 9
For all P-GSM expli it probabilisti

stru ture

M

and all standard state

s,

the following

formulas are satised:

Aφ ↔ A¬φ
Aφ ↔ AAφ
Uφ → UUφ
U φ → ¬La φ ∧ ¬La ¬La φ
U φ → (¬La )n φ ∀n ∈ N
¬La U φ
L0 φ ↔ Aφ

2.5

(Symmetry)
(Self-Ree tion)
(U-introspe tion)
(Plausibility)
(Strong Plausibility)
(La U-introspe tion)

Perspe tives

There is two our mind four main issues to be explored
spe i ally probabilisti

on erning (un)awareness and more

(un)awareness :

(1) axiomatizing probabilisti

(un)awareness

(2) be oming aware
(3) multi-agent unawareness
(4) appli ations to de ision theory and game theory
I won't say anything

on erning issues (3) and (4). Issue (1)

with respe t to P-GSM expli it probabilisti
to non-standard expli it probabilisti
ompleteness theorem.

From a

onsists basi ally to a hieve

stru tures what we have a hieved with respe t

stru tures:

to devise an axiom system and prove a

on eptual point of view the tri kiest issue is undoubtedly

issue (2): how to model the fa t that an agent be omes aware of something ?
informally think of the following pro edure: if an agent be omes aware of

r,

One

ould

then his or her

subje tive state spa e is enri hed. Typi ally, he shifts from this rst subje tive state spa e:
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pq
¬pq

p¬q
¬p¬q

to this se ond, more ne-grained, subje tive state spa e:

pqr
¬pqr

p¬qr
¬p¬qr

The hard question is this one:

pq¬r
¬pq¬r

p¬q¬r
¬p¬q¬r

how do evolve the beliefs of the agent from one state

spa e to the other?

Things may look simple in the epistemi

was epistemi ally a

essible initially, let's say

splitting it (namely
of

r.

pqr and pq¬r ) are epistemi

This prin iple of belief

ru ial di ulty

pq ,

P (pq)

If a state

ally possible after the agent has be ame aware

hange may be less inno uous that it seems, but in any

omes with the probabilisti

method. And let

ase (full beliefs).

then the two possible states obtained by

ase.

be the initial probability on the state

the new probabilities on states

pqr

and

pq¬r ?

ase the

For suppose that we follow the same

pq .

Can we infer from

P (pq)

It seems to me that the answer has to be

negative: there is hardly one prin ipled way of re-allo ating probabilities on su h states. The
naive rule a

ording to whi h the weight of state

pq

should be equally divided and re-allo ated

to the two worlds won't do the job.

3 Appendix
Proof of Proposition 5

∗
The proof deals only with the ase of submodularity ; the other is symetri . If [[φ]] and
∗
∗
[[ψ]] are disjoint, then by hypothesis [[φ∧ψ]] = ∅. Therefore CP (φ∨ψ) = CP (φ)+CP (ψ)−

CP (φ ∧ ψ).
It follows from the denition that if

M, s  ψ ∧ φ,

then

M, s  ψ

and

M, s  φ

(the

onverse does not hold). In other words,
(1)

[[φ ∧ ψ]]∗ ⊆ [[φ]]∗ ∩ [[ψ]]∗ .

This implies that
(2)

P ([[φ ∧ ψ]]∗ ) ≤ P ([[φ]]∗ ∩ [[ψ]]∗ ).

Sin e

M

is

∨-standard, P ([[φ ∨ ψ]]∗ ) = P ([[φ]]∗ ) + P ([[φ]]∗ ) − P ([[φ]]∗ ∩ [[ψ]]∗ ).

By (2), it

follows from this that

P ([[φ ∨ ψ]]∗ ) ≤ P ([[φ]]∗ ) + P ([[φ]]∗ ) − P ([[φ ∧ ψ]]∗ ). 

Proof of Theorem 1
(⇒).
(⇐).

Soundness is easily

he ked and is left to the reader.

We have to show that

Minimal Probabilisti

Logi

191): a set of formulas (1) that
by

modus ponens

|=NSEP S φ

implies

⊢LP M φ.

First, let's noti e that the

(M LP ) is a "modal logi " (Bla kburn, de Rijke & Venema (2001),
ontains every propositional tautologies, (2) that is

and uniform substitution.

One

losed

an then apply the famous Lindenbaum

Lemma.

Denition 19
(i) A formula

φ

is

some formulas

dedu ible
ψ1 , ..., ψn

(ii) A set of formulas

(iii) A set of formulas
not in luded in a

Γ

is

Λ-

in

Γ, symbolized Γ ⊢ φ,
⊢ (ψ1 ∧ ... ∧ ψn ) → φ.

from a set of formulas

Γ

s.t.

if there exists

onsistent if it is false that Γ ⊢Λ ⊥

Γ is maximally Λ- onsistent
Λ- onsistent set of formulas.

19

if (1) it is

Λ-

onsistent and (2) if it is

Lemma 1 (Lindenbaum Lemma)
If Γ is a set of ΛΛ- onsistent.

Proof.

onsistent formulas, then there exists an extension

Γ+

of

Γ that is

maximally

See for instan e Bla kburn et al. (2001), p.199.

Denition 20
Let

φ∈L

(i)

; the language asso iated with

ontains

(ii) is
(iii) is

φ, ⊥

et

⊤

φ, L φ

is the smallest sub-language that

;

losed under sub-formulas
losed under the symbol

18

∼

dened as follows :

∼ χ := ψ

if

χ := ¬ψ

and

∼ χ := ¬χ

if

not.

In the language

Lφ ,

one

an dene the analogon of the maximally

Λ-

onsistent sets.

Denition 21
An atom is a set of formulas in formules de

Lφ

whi h is maximally

Λ-

onsistent.

At(φ) is

the

set of atoms.

Lemma 2
For every atom

Γ,

(i) there exists an unique extension of

Γ in L, symbolized Γ+ , that is maximally Λ-

onsistent

;
(ii)

Γ = Γ+ ∩ L φ

Proof.

(i) is an appli ation of Lindenbaum Lemma. (ii) is implied by the fa t that Γ is
Lφ in Γ+ but not in Γ, then

maximally oherent. Suppose that there exists a formula ψ from
Γ+ woud be in onsistent, what is ex luded by hypothesis.
Starting from atoms, one may dene the analogon of
where (standard) states are sets of maximally
will take as

Λ-

anoni al stru tures,

onsistent formulas.

anoni al standard state spa e the language's

Lφ

stru tures

atoms.

The hard stu is the denition of the probability distributions.

The aim is to make

La χ in the atom Γ asso iated with the state sΓ . To do that, it is
∗
ne essary that P (sΓ , χ) ≥ a ; this is guaranted if one takes for P (sΓ , χ) the number b s.t.
b∗ = max{b : Lb χ ∈ Γ}. This an easily be done with non-standard states. It will be the
ase if (1) the support of P (sΓ , .) is in luded in the set of non-standard states, (2) P (sΓ , .) is
∗
equiprobable and (3) there is a proportion b of states that make χ true.
Suppose that I(Γ) is the sequen e of formulas in Γ that are prexed by a doxasti operator
Q
La ; for every formula, one an rewrite b∗ (χ) as pi /qi . Dene q(Γ) = i∈I qi ; q(Γ) will be the
set of non-standard states in whi h P (sΓ , .) will be in luded. If the i-st formula is χ, su e it
Q
q−i states. One may he k that the proportion of states
to stipulate that χ in the rst pi ×
χ is true is pi /qi .

true in

sΓ

i.e.

In the same way, we

every formula

Denition 22
The φ- anoni al stru ture
(i)

(ii)

Mφ (Sφ , Sφ′ , πφ , φ , Pφ )

where

Sφ = {sΓ : Γ ∈ At(φ)}
Sφ′ =

S

Γ∈At(φ)

q(Γ)

(iii) for all standard state,

πφ (p, sΓ ) = 1

(iv) for all non-standard state
by a doxasti

(v)

is the stru ture

Pφ (sΓ , .)

operator in

i

p ∈ sΓ

s, Mφ , s φ ψ i, if s ∈ Q
q(Γ) and ψ is the i-st formula prexed
Γ, then s is in the pi × q−i rst states of q(Γ)

is an equiprobable distribution on

20

q(Γ)

As expe ted, the

φ-

anoni al stru ture satises the Truth Lemma.

Lemma 3 (Truth Lemma)
For every atom

Proof.

Γ, M φ , s Γ  ψ

ψ∈Γ

The proof pro eeds by indu tion on the length of the formula.

(a)

ψ := p

(b)

ψ = ψ1 ∨ ψ2

; follows dire tly from the denition of

ψ2 ∈ Lφ .

πφ .

Mφ , s φ ψ i Mφ , s φ ψ1 or Mφ , s φ ψ2 . Case (b) will
ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Γ i ψ1 ∈ Γ or ψ2 ∈ Γ. Let's onsider the extension
∨ ψ2 ∈ Γ+ i ψ1 ∈ Γ+ or ψ2 ∈ Γ+ . But Γ = Γ+ ∩ Lφ and ψ, ψ1
sΓ |= ψ1 ∨ ψ2 i ψ1 ∨ ψ2 ∈ Γ.

; by denition,

be he ked if one shows that
Γ+ de Γ ; one knows that ψ1
and

i

It follows that

ψ = ¬χ. Mφ , s φ ¬χ i Mφ , s 2φ χ i (by indu tion hypothesis) χ ∈
/ Γ. Su
χ∈
/ Γ i ¬χ ∈ Γ. (i) Let's suppose that χ ∈
/ Γ ; χ is in Lφ hen e, given
+
+
properties of maximally Λ- onsistent sets, ¬χ ∈ Γ . And sin e Γ = Γ ∩ Lφ , ¬χ ∈ Γ.
Let's suppose that ¬χ ∈ Γ ; Γ is oherent, therefore χ ∈
/ Γ.
( )

to show that

e it
the
(ii)

ψ = La χ ; by denition sΓ |= La χ i P (sΓ , χ) ≥ a. (i) Let's suppose that P (sΓ , χ) ≥ a
a ≤ b∗ where b∗ = max{b : Lb χ ∈ Γ sin e by denition of the anoni al distribution,
P (sΓ , χ) = b∗ . Now, let's onsider the extension Γ+ : learly, L∗b χ ∈ Γ+ . In virtue of axiom
+
(A7) and of the losure under modus ponens of maximally Λ- onsistent sets, La ∈ Γ . Given
that by hypothesis La χ ∈ Lφ , this implies that La χ ∈ Γ. (ii) Let's suppose that La χ ∈ Γ ;
∗
then a ≤ b hen e P (s, χ) ≥ a.
(d)

; then

To prove

ompleteness, we need a last lemma.

Lemma 4
Let

At(φ) the set of atoms
At(φ) = {∆ ∩ Lφ : ∆ is

in

Lφ

;

maximally

Proof. At(φ) ⊆ {∆ ∩ Lφ : ∆

oherent

}.

oherent } follows from a pre eding lemma.
Γ = Γ ∩ Lφ . We need to show that Γ is maximally
+
onsistent in Lφ . First Γ is onsistent ; otherwise, Γ would not be. Then, we need to show
that Γ is maximal, i.e. that for every formula ψ ∈ Lφ , if Γ ∪ {ψ} is onsistent, then ψ ∈ Γ.
+
+
Let ψ su h a formula. Let's re all that Γ is maximally onsistent. Either ψ ∈ Γ and then
+
ψ ∈ Γ ; or ¬ψ ∈ Γ (elementary property of maximally onsistent sets) and, if ψ := ¬χ,
χ ∈ Γ+ as well. Hen e, by denition of Lφ , χ or ¬¬χ ∈ Γ. But this is not ompatible with
the initial hypothesis a ording to whi h Γ ∪ {φ} is onsistent.
Let

Γ+

We

a maximally

is maximally
+

onsistent set and

an now nish the proof : let φ a LP M - onsistent formula. Then, there exists a
LP M - onsistent set Γ+ whi h ontains φ. Let Γ = Γ+ ∩ Lφ . φ is in Γ therefore by

maximally

the Truth Lemma,

φ

is true in state

sΓ

of the

φ-

anoni al stru ture. Then

φ

is satisable.



Notes
1 One important ex eption is Lipman (1999).
2 This formulation (the so- alled Ba kus-Naur Form) means, for instan e, that the propositional
variables are formulas, that if

3 We have

ψ

is a formula,

¬ψ

setting is not tra table enough for the aim of the

4 This re

too, and so on.

ontributed to this industry by defending the use of substru tural logi s in
uring example is not

hosen for its

?

; this

urrent paper.

ognitive realism, but be ause it makes the

omparison

of dierent solutions easy.

5 What we all awareness stru tures" is alled in the original paper logi of general awareness".
6 For a more extensive defense of the solution, see Hintikka (1975) or, more re ently, Barwise (1997).
7 In the paper, to avoid ompli ations that are unne essary for our purpose, we suppose that S is

nite and that

P

is dened on

℘(S).

8 "Elementary" be ause there is no doxasti operator in the obje t-language.
9 See Fagin & Halpern (1991). For a re ent referen e on logi al formalization of probabilisti

reasoning, see Halpern (2003).

21

10 Note that CP (φ) = r is in the meta-language, not in the obje t-language.
11 A similar idea has been defended a long time ago by I. Ha king who talks about "personal possibility", by

ontrast with "logi al possibility". We won't develop the point here, but this

ontribution

an be seen as a formalization of Ha king's insights.

12 E onomists are leading ontributors to the study of expli it probabilisti stru tures be ause they

type spa es

orrespond to the so- alled
Kripke stru tures (with

R

used in games of in omplete information, in the same way that

as an equivalen e relation). See Aumann & Heifetz (2002).

13 Note that another language is used by J. Halpern in Fagin & Halpern (1991) or Halpern (2003).
14 From Lippman & M Call (1981).
15 The idea is quite lose to the one expressed by Savage (1954) with the states of so- alled small

worlds".

16 Here and beyond, I name the possible states by the atomi formula or negation of atomi formula

that are true in the states.

17 On e again, the idea is already present in Savage (1954): ...a smaller world is derived from a

larger by negle ting some distin tions between states

18 See Bla kburn et al. (2001), p.242.
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